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CHAPTER 5 – Separation of Substance 

Extra Questions  (to be written in copy) 

 

Q1. How is butter obtained from milk / curd? 

Answer: We obtain butter from the milk/ curd by the process of churning. 

 

Q2. What is threshing? How it is done? 

Answer: Threshing is the process of separating grain from stalk. In this stalks are beaten to hard surface  

 In order to free grain seeds. It can be done with the help of bullocks or by machine. 

 

Q3. What is saturated solution? 

Answer: A solution in which no more solute can be dissolved at a particular temperature is called  

 saturated solution. 

 

Q4. How can we obtain common salt from sea water? 

Answer:  

a) Common salt can be obtained by evaporation of sea water. 

b) Sea water is allowed to stand in a shallow pit. 

c) Water gets heated by sunlight and slowly turns into rain water after evaporation and leaving  salt  

behind. 

d) The salt is purified to get common salt 

 

Q4. Define evaporation and condensation? 

Answer: 

Evaporation is a process in which water changes into water vapour below its boiling point. It takes place 

at all temperature continuously . 

Condensation is a process in which water vapour changes into liquid on cooling. 
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Multiple Choice Questions (to be written in copy) 

 

Q.1 The process of conversion of water into water vapour  is called as - 

a) Evaporation                     b) Condensation                    c) Sublimation                  d) Transpiration 

Answer: a) Evaporation 

 

Q.2 Which factor plays an important role in the process of sieving? 

a) Quantity of mixture             b) Size of  the component                   c) Direction of wind               d) none of 
these 

Answer: b)  Size of the Component 

 

Q.3 A bowl of dal accidently fall into wheat flour, you will separate them by- 

a) winnowing                     b)  sieving                 c)  filtration               d) crystallization 

Answer: b)  sieving 

 

Q.4  Winnowing is the process that can be used to separate- 

a) sand & saw dust                    b)   sugar & salt                 c) potatoes & tomatoes                 d)  mud & 
water 

Answer: a) sand and saw dust 

 

Q.5  The appropriate process to separate a mixture of mud & water is - 

a) handpicking                      b)  sieving                   c)   sedimentation               d)  evaporation 

Answer: c) sedimentation 
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